
In February 2012, Adele received 6 awards at the Grammys. 3
months earlier she had a high risk medical procedure–vocal
cord microsurgery. Numerous singers since have taken Adele’s
surgery as a success story and when vocal trouble arrives have
similar surgeries performed. Vocal cords are extremely fragile. A
professional athlete may consider themselves lucky if their
professional career lasts 10-15 years, singers should and used to
be able to sing beautifully at a high level, well into their later
years, without injury.

Adele had a second surgery from Dr. Zietel at the age of 29. It
was in Dr. Zietel words a result of a demanding singing
schedule. In fact surgery was a cure for a ‘symptom’ rather than
exploring the root causes of poor vocal technic. Adele is far from
alone. Sam Smith, Lionel Richie, Bono, Cher. Michael Buble,
Keith Urban, Celine Dion to name just a few, have had vocal
cord surgery. The long list includes numerous opera singers,
actors, newscasters and anyone who uses their voice as a ‘tool’
for their job. In fact the idea of ‘bel canto’ singing or ‘beautiful
singing’ began to wane in the mid 1800’s. Some research has
shown the beginnings of a ‘big or loud or expressive voice’
started in the late 1800 early 1900 with the music of Wagner,
Verdi and Puccini. The silver smooth, beautiful easy singing of
opera stars Caruso and Gigli could still be heard, but it was
becoming rare.

Simply, learning to sing ‘beautifully’ and in ‘speech position’ as
Lamperti describes in his age old book ‘Vocal Wisdom’ is now
being rediscovered as a way to sing for your entire life without
injury or surgery. For singers considering a ‘professional’
singing career it is important to learn how to sing ‘on the
breath’ in a way where we can understand ALL the words. As
Dietrich Fischer-Diskau stated the consonants not only ‘place ‘
the voice but are an indication of proper vocal technic. The
‘loud’ and aggressive elements of a song and its
accompaniment should be left to the other instruments and
the ‘volume knob’. In fact a singer and their voice should look
and sound as easy and as natural, just as if you were talking.
An expressive voice used beautifully will actually convey the
meaning of the song just as well if not better, regardless of the
genre–including rock and roll and pop, contemporary music
theatre or opera. And at times this approach to the singing
voice brings an added dimension a tone that is both intimate
and spiritual from the singer’s emotional self. Rather than
relying on the extreme uses of the vocal cords that seems at
times to defy beauty itself.
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WINTER TERM
After a winter break, music lessons
resume on January 2. The term is
12 weeks long and goes through
March 24. Please review with your
teacher plans for bad weather,
illness, etc. Consider online
lessons as a substitute for weeks
it is dangerous to be out driving or
of illness in the household.

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC

Consider the gift of music during
the holiday season. Sheet music or
music books in different genres
are always welcomed. Fun
instruments like a fife or
harmonica expands musical
exposure. Tickets to concerts, the
symphony, or community
performances broaden the music
experience. The Oregon Symphony
offers a variety of concerts with
some directly engaging the
younger audience. Even the gift of
lessons can be a great brain
exercise and return to a love of
music that was put aside years
ago for adults. Music is truly a gift
that keeps giving.

WINTER RECITAL
MARCH 19

Our Halloween recital was
fantastic with exceptional music
and costumes! We were so proud
of how well our students
performed. The students and
teachers worked very hard to be
prepared. The Winter Recital will be
March 19 at Classic Pianos. Please
put this date on your calendar. We
feel strongly that music
performance is an integral part of
a complete music education.
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Follow Us on
Facebook
Scan this code with your phone or
visit facebook.com/chordination.us

Things to Know

MUSIC FACT
Prince played 27 instruments. He played all the
instruments on his first 5 albums, one having 27
instruments on it.

This man was a musical genius.

FIGHT INFLATION WITH AN EXTRA $75
CHORDination will give you a $75 lesson credit for
referrals of friends, neighbors and family that commit to
and pay for lessons.

Music Jokes
What do you say when a kazoo player
sneezes?

Kazoontite.

Why shouldn’t kids watch the
orchestra?

Too much sax and violins.

What’s the best Christmas present?

A broken drum. You just can’t beat it!

Calendar
Fall Term Ends
DECEMBER 16

Winter Term
JANUARY 2 - MARCH 24

Winter Recital
MARCH 19

Spring Term
APRIL 3-JUNE 23

“Music. It has the power to make us smile, and bring us to all types of tears. It can carry us back in time,
and inspire us to dance in the moment. For all our happiest days, there is music.”

AUTHOR UNKNOWN

CANCELLATION POLICY
Make-up lessons are given for
students who cancel lessons because
of illness or extenuating
circumstances when teachers are
notified at least 24 hours in advance.
Make-up lessons are not guaranteed
for cancellations due to personal
scheduling conflicts (e.g. school extra-
curricular activities). This can apply to
online lessons too. Teachers have
created their schedules around each
expected lesson. Talk to your teacher
about any scheduling conflicts. The
use of online lessons is a great tool for
makeup lessons.



Talent
vs.
Hard
Work

Have you ever watched an extraordinary performance? Maybe
it was Michael Jordan’s “last shot” in game 6 of the 1998 NBA
finals. Perhaps it’s listening to Glenn Gould play the Goldberg
Variations. Or maybe it’s witnessing Elon Musk’s revolutionary
ideas become reality.

For most, a natural reaction is feeling that in some deep way,
those performers are different from us. We cannot relate our
own performances to theirs and there seems to be an
insurmountable chasm from here to there with no conceivable
bridge.

Our reaction in thinking that there is something deeply different
about these people is, in fact, correct. The truth is, there really is
something fundamentally different about great performers. Their
bodies and brains really are different than most. Their abilities to
size up a situation quickly, recognize patterns, or remember
complex information exist on a much higher level than the
majority of the population. What we’re wrong in thinking,
though, is that the nature of these performers is a mystery,
something that they were just born with. That they’re just more
talented.

A tourist in Central Park stops a man in a tuxedo with a violin
case and asks, “How do you get to Carnegie Hall?” The man
responds, “Hard work and hours of practice.”
We’ve probably all heard a version of this joke, but it holds a lot
of truth.
It’s no surprise that extensive, well structured, thoughtful
practice develops abilities specific to any field, be it sports,
music or business. Great performers know that high level,
deliberate practice is critical to high level performance. But
practice can actually alter a person’s body and brain in a
physical way.

This is not in an obvious way like we might think, though, like
going to the gym and lifting weights to make your muscles
bigger. But rather in ways that may not be so obvious.
For example, high level marathon runners have larger than
average hearts. We may view this as proof that some people are
just born with a “talent” that we cannot possess. But research
has shown that when these runners stop training, their hearts
revert to the normal size. It’s through their extensive, specific
training over a span of years that their hearts grew, giving them
an advantage when running. Athletes can change the
composition of their muscles, fast twitch and slow twitch
muscle fibers, not just the size. Ballet dancers can turn their feet
out more than most people. Baseball pitchers can extend their
throwing arm back farther. All of these qualities are gained
through extensive practice over many years, usually starting
from a young age.

Not just bodies, but also brains can be changed on a physical
level. Studies have shown that when children begin practicing a
musical instrument, their brains develop in a different way
physically. New synapses and pathways are formed. Regions of
the brain that hear pitch and control the fingers physically take
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over more territory. And similar to learning a new language, the
younger the person is when they start practicing, the greater
the effects will be.

There is early research into a substance called myelin that can
build up around nerve fibers and neurons. The buildup of more
myelin causes these fibers and neurons to work better. The
brain of a professional pianist, for example, shows increased
levels of myelin present in areas of the brain related to that
field. It is important to note that myelination happens slowly.
The process of sending a signal through the nerve fibers to
stimulate the buildup of myelin needs to happen millions of
times in the development of a great performer. This is an exact
parallel to how deliberate practice and thoughtful repetition
needs to take place regularly over the span of years to produce
a performer of the highest level.

In the book “Outliers” by Malcolm Gladwell, he posits the
10,000 hour rule. Basically he says that anyone at the top of
their field has to have put in a minimum of 10,000 hours of
practice before reaching a level of proficiency. Now whether
that’s an exact number or not is neither here nor there in reality.
10,000 hours of unfocused, non-deliberate practice (just
playing really) will probably not get you there. But the concept
of success coming from so much invested time and practice
cannot be denied.

What we’re really getting down to here is talent vs. hard work.
Am I saying that inborn talent is a misconception? No.
Truthfully, inborn talent will yield quicker results early on. But
having some natural abilities at an early age can often promote
a lack of work ethic later on. If a child excels in school without
having to work very hard, they can easily become lackadaisical.
Some inborn talent will give them a head start, but in the long
run, it’s hard work that will ultimately help the achieve their
goals.

So when we witness an extraordinary performer in any field,
remember those hours of hard work and focused, deliberate
practice made them into what they are. There is a way across
the perceived chasm between us and the greats. The fact that
great people stand out proves that the path is long, it is difficult
and few people follow it to its end. But following this path, even
if just partially, is always beneficial and will develop skills that
affect many aspects of one’s life.

“Hard work beats talent when talent fails to work hard.”
Kevin Durant

For almost 20 years, Greg Goebel has been touring the globe playing concerts
and teaching workshops. In addition to performing, he has recently turned his
attention toward production. One of Greg’s pieces was recently featured in a
new show on HBO.

Talent vs. Hard Work (continued)


